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Introduction: The availability of very high resolu-
tion imaging of the Moon allows for craters with diam-
eters (D) ≲ 1 km to be used in modern efforts to deter-
mine  crater  model  ages  of  lunar  terrains.  However,
changing terrain material properties both spatially and
vertically  can alter  D  ≲ 5  km crater  distributions  as
shown by previous works [e.g., 1-3]. Since crater densi-
ties  at  D~1  km  –  traditionally  used  for  determining
model ages – are within this range, ages could be incor-
rectly  estimated.  Furthermore,  ages  derived from ex-
trapolating to D=1 km from smaller diameters are even
more susceptible to error. 

In previous work [3],  we fit expanded crater  size-
frequency  distributions  (SFDs)  of  Apollo  terrains
(D=10 m to  several  km) with  the  Model  Production
Function (MPF; [2]) in order to better understand the
influence  of  spatially  changing  terrain  properties  on
crater model age estimation. The MPF provides a lunar
chronology that incorporates terrain properties by con-
verting impactor distributions to crater distributions us-
ing modern impact scaling laws [1]. We found we could
generally  fit  the  Apollo  SFDs  and  reproduce  the  re-
ported  radiometric  ages  [4]  with  appropriate  terrain
crater  strengths and densities  for  the given site  (e.g.,
Fig 1). 

Nevertheless,  some  terrains  had  minor  deviations
from the best fit MPF which may be caused by vertical
variations in terrain properties with depth (e.g., Fig. 1,
arrows). Often vertical variations in terrain properties
are indicated by a “kink”, or sudden, dramatic change
in slope in the crater SFD (e.g., [5]; Fig. 1, left). We
did not generally see such kinks in the Apollo SFDs [3;
e.g., Fig. 1], but still wanted to assess if vertical varia-
tions in terrain properties could cause the deviations we
observe. Therefore, we use common methods to assess
the  plausible  regolith  and  other  layer  (e.g.,  volcanic)
depths in  several  Apollo chronology calibration sites,
including Copernicus.

Methods: Our  approach  to  determine  potential
layer depths measures simple craters with unusual mor-
phologies, such as central mounds, flat floors, and con-
centric  rims,  in  Lunar  Reconnaissance  Orbiter  Wide
and Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) images, as it is pro-
posed that vertically changing material properties cause
these morphologies [7]. We use two common quantita-
tive  methods  from  the  literature  to  determine  layer
depths (d). First, we use crater diameters and unusual
feature diameters (Df) of fresh craters with Df  ≥  4 m
(limited by NAC image resolution) in each nested area
with [8]: 

           d=(k-Df/D)*D*tan(α)/2            (1)

where  k  is  a  constant  weakly  dependent  on  material
properties (value of 0.86 works well for the Moon) and
α=31° is the angle of repose. Second, we use crater di-
ameter  measurements  and  recorded  unusual  feature
type (including normal) for all fresh craters D ≥ 40 m
in the region with these relationships [7]:

           d=D/4 for normal craters
  d=D/5.5 for mound/flat-floor craters          (2)
       d=D/9 for concentric craters

The first method gives a more accurate depth, but is
localized and limited by image resolution (numbers in
Fig. 2), while the second method provides a less accu-
rate  depth,  but  covers  the  whole  region  (contours  in
Fig.  2).  Thus,  we  combine  the  two  methods  to  give
more accurate,  regional descriptions of depth for our
Apollo landing site study areas.

Preliminary Results  and Future Work:  Fig.  2
shows layer depth results for Copernicus impact melt
on its  floor.  Each  panel  shows results  for  a  different
depth range in meters and hot contour colors indicate
where a layer of that depth range is concentrated (no
contours indicates no craters of unusual morphology for
those depths). The crater SFD in Fig. 1 right indicates

Figure  1.  MPF best  fits (green line) to crater SFDs
(colored  x’s).  Data  are  colored  by  source  nest  and
horizontal gray lines indicate overlap diameters from
nested  technique  [see  3].  Diagonal  gray  line  is  2%
geometric saturation [6]. Here we assess if deviations
of  SFDs from MPF (arrows) are  caused by  vertical
variations in terrain properties.
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the deviations from the MPF at D ~ 100-200 m and
500-800 m. First, we note that the unusual crater mor-
phology analysis did not reach deep enough to observe
the D ~ 500-800 m layer possibly indicated by the SFD.
However, the last panel (d=50-400 m) is deep enough
to analyze if vertical changes in terrain properties are
important for the D ~ 100-200 m deviation. No values
were  gained  using  the  first  method  because  unusual
morphology craters of the appropriate size were not ob-
servable. The second method indicates there may be a
layer at this depth (bottom of the melt?) in the south-
west portion of the study region, which may extend into
the northern part of the region. Thus, it is currently un-
clear if this layer is broad enough to cause the deviation
at D ~ 100-200 m seen in the crater SFD. Another un-
certainty is  due to the fact  this  deviation also occurs
where the crater SFD may be entering saturation equi-
librium (where the SFD parallels the diagonal gray line
in Fig. 1).

Future work will start with applying a vertical varia-
tion in terrain properties to the MPF to see if we can
reproduce the crater SFD deviations observed with rea-
sonable parameters. We will apply this analysis to all
the Apollo terrains we have examined in [3]. If vertical

variations cannot provide an explanation, we will  ex-
plore why that might be (e.g., incorrect incorporation
of  vertical  property  changes  in  the  MPF,  layers  too
thin...).  Furthermore,  we  will  compare  our  regolith
depth results to previously published work [e.g., 7, 8,
and many more] using a variety of methods to verify
our calculations and better constrain the regolith depths
in these areas, which has many applications beyond our
work.
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Figure 2. Example layer thickness maps for Copernicus (floor) impact melt region for the depth ranges given in
each panel. Numbers indicate thickness from the first method. Contour plots indicate layer thickness from the sec-
ond method: hot colors indicate where a layer of the given depth range is likely located, cooler colors indicate less
probability, and no contours indicates where data was unavailable. All values are in meters. Maps like these are
made for each Apollo site examined in [3] and will be incorporated into vertical terrain property analyses.
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